ARTrium in the British Embassy

The British Embassy is one of the capital’s most unusual examples of architectural expression. Greeting guests with a colourful combination of modern design and art, the heart of the embassy is formed by the ARTrium. The main facility area consists of a conservatory with a bar. The meeting room, the so-called, ‘Conference Drum’, can be completely sealed so that those outside can only see a purple cylinder. The conservatory, bar and conference room are available for non-governmental use and can be booked by organisations not related to the embassy. This attractive and distinctive facility is ideal for a wide range of events.

Suitable events
- Dinner events
- Receptions
- Conferences

Total capacity
- 450 people
- Row seating: 350 people
- Banquet/table seating: 200 people

Distance from the hotel
- proArte Hotel 2 km, Hotel Berlin 1,5 km

Parking
- No parking in the immediate vicinity